
This modular cabinet features a unique “one drawer at a time” system which allows only one drawer to be open at a 
time. As illustrated in the sketch at the right of this page, when a drawer is pulled open the hinged claw behind the 
drawer lifts up and activates the one drawer at a time system. While one claw is up (open), no other drawers can be 
opened. The claw must be pushed down (closed) before another drawer can be opened.

Note: Never attempt to lubricate the “one drawer at a time” system track or claws. The system must be kept lubricant 
free. Oil film will retard free movement of the components.

To remove the wood pallet

1. The cabinet is attached to the pallet with four lag screws.
2. Completely remove the two bottom drawers.
 a. Remove the 2nd drawer from the bottom first, then 
    reach inside to the back wall of the cabinet and push the 
    “one drawer at a time” system claw down to the closed   
      
              position.(Refer to the sketch at the right of this page)
 b. Remove the bottom drawer.
3. With a 7/16 size wrench or socket, loosen and remove the lag 
    screws.
4. Gently slide the cabinet off of the pallet.
5. Reinstall the bottom drawers.
 a. Replace the bottom drawer, closing it completely.
 b. Before reinstalling the 2nd drawer from the bottom, reach inside 
              to the cabinet back wall and pull the “one drawer at a time” system 
              claw up to the open position.
 c. Reinstall the second drawer from the bottom, closing it completely.
6. Level cabinet in final placement.
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Thank you for purchasing this Kennedy product. We produce value built products for value 
conscious users. We welcome any comments or suggestions you may have, just call or write 
the address below. We hope you will continue to find Kennedy the most complete source for 
your tool storage needs.

KMC Holdings LLC dba Kennedy Mfg. Co. • 1260 Industrial Drive • Van Wert, OH 45891 • Tel 800-413-8665 • Fax 419-238-5644
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MODULAR CABINET SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS


